Join the Silent Revolution...

Maximum Fun, Minimum Hassle, Zero Emissions

An Evolution in sailing engineering
The w1Da 33 OOD is a Sailor’s yacht.
w1Da sets new standards in environmental performance.
w1Da’s unique silent RIM drive synchronous motor is retractable and
is powered by fifth generation Lithium batteries- like cars- that have a
lifetime greater than fifteen years and capacity of up to 16 hours or more.
The batteries can be recharged continuously by a combination of wind,
solar and water regenerators. The propeller is the only moving part on
the motor, which can pass through most debris without snagging.
The profiled, shock-absorbing (patent pending*) high performance
retractable keel, drawing 1.98m, can take knocks that would damage
most other boats. w1Da also has special hull protectors that enable her
to sit level and upright on a beach or stones, without damage, and be
launched and recovered on any ramp. She can float in only 400mm of
water.
Two-speed Reversible winches empower every crew, to control the
furling, cross-sheeted jib and asymmetric spinnaker - No gorillas needed.
Twin retractable carbon Turbocle® rudders are driven by a Wheel or tiller,
driving a Jefa gearbox, and delivers maximum response, with minimal
drag. w1Da’s unique epoxy infusion hull is lightweight and strong. With
its carbon/Dyneema rig, w1Da offers superior performance, without
needing numerous crew.
Owners can cruise and compete in One Design Owner-directed class
without professionals, and in IRC races (provisional IRC 1.02).
With Its unique lightweight corrosion-free aluminium trailer with
composite cradles, w1DA can be easily self-relocated to regattas you
choose from Cowes to Cork to the Clyde, and in the Wild Atlantic Way,
Mediterranean, large lakes and lochs, or even your back garden…

Inspired by Sailors…

The w1Da 33 OOD has been inspired by sailors that want to spend more
time sailing and less time maintaining.
Owners select their own level of comfort. And enjoy dining, entertaining,
and quality time in port as well as excitement afloat.
w1Da combines sparkling performance with safety- she can float when full
of water – and levels of on board comfort that were previously unattainable
in a 10m yacht.
The cabin combines luxurious domestic facilities with w1Da’s unique epoxy
insulated hull, panoramic windows and silent powertrain to obtain the sound
dynamics of a recording studio with views of scenic coasts and harbours.
The nanocoating on the fabrics; fully-fitted domestic oven, Corian surfaces,

instant hot water and Italian fridge enables relaxation, warmth and entertaining.
The full size silent toilet (with its on-board treatment systems that eliminates
odours) and electric shower offers ”Superyacht” comfort.
The Command and Control Centre automatically manages your
energy Consumption and Regeneration and provides the navigation,
communications and entertainment systems that individual owners desire.

No Noise No Smells
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